PLATES
PHOTO - A
Paddy crop in early stage with sugar cane crop cultivated on black soil plains under k.c.canal ayacut area.

PHOTO - B
Matured paddy under tank irrigation near Banaganapalli.
PLATE - II

PHOTO - A

Banana cultivation under well irrigation in mixed soils near Mahanandhi.

PHOTO - B

Cultivation of Groundnut and Jowar under well irrigation in creep built plains near Nandyal.
PLATE - III

PHOTO - A

Tamota and Banana cultivation under well irrigation in mixed soils of wash plains near Mahanandhi.

PHOTO - B

Groundnut cultivation in the valley fills under well irrigation in Erramallai hills near Dhone.

Note: Gully erosion in the barren hill slopes of Erramallai hills.
PLATE - IV

PHOTO - A

Sunflower cultivation in early state on sandy looms near Rudhravaram.

PHOTO - B

Sunflower in the flowering state cultivated on the red sandy soils near Rudhravaram.
PLATE - V

PHOTO - A
Cultivation of Brinjal (Vegetable crop) on red sandylooms under well irrigation near Atmakur.

PHOTO - B
Lemon garden cultivated on the piedmont plains under well irrigation near Mahanandhi.
PLATE VI

PHOTO - A
Cultivation of Pluses after harvestation of karief paddy crop on red sandy soils near Emmiganur under k.c. canal ayacut area.
Note: The dry straw heap in the cultivated land.

PHOTO - B
Cultivation of Marry gold (Harti culture) crop on mixed snady soils near Alur.
PLATE - VII

PHOTO - A
Cultivation of Tobacco crop on black soil plains near Koilakuntla.

PHOTO - B
Cultivation of Bengaligram on black soil plains near Chippagiri.
PLATE - VIII

PHOTO - A

Cultivation of Ragi on red sandy soils under well irrigation near Aspari.

PHOTO - B

Cultivation of Bajra crop on shallow red sandy soils under rainfed conditions near Pathikonda.
PLATE - IX

PHOTO - A
Srisailam Dam built across the river Krishna near Srisailam

PHOTO - B
Krishna river passing through the gorge with power house on right bank of the river near Srisailam.
PLATE - X

PHOTO - A

Lined K.C. Canal near Guduru.

PHOTO - B

Telugu Ganga Canal under construction near Ahobilam.

PHOTO - C

Srisailam right main canal under construction near Banaganapalli.
PLATE - XI

PHOTO - A

Dry deciduous forests in Nallamallai hills.

PHOTO - B

Dry deciduous forest with spring meter gauge railway bridge.
PLATE - XII

PHOTO - A
Teak planitation in the early mature stage near Pedda Ahobilam.

PHOTO - B
Forest depo with bamboos and logs in Atmakur under the control of forest department.
PHOTO - A

The forest in Nallamallai hills is disturbed for construction of Bridge tunnel near spring bridge.
Note: The tunnel in the middle part of the photo.

PHOTO - B

The barren hills of Srisailam are used for construction of chowltries in Srisailam.
PLATE - XIV

PHOTO - A
Quarrying of clay stone near Anki Reddy palli.

PHOTO - B
Dumping of waste dugout for construction of tunnel in Nallamallai hills near spring bridge.
PHOTO - A

Quarrying of silty soils near Nandyal.

PHOTO - B

The quarrying materials are used for making Bricks which are used for construction purpose near Nandyal.